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ABSTRACT

We evaluate the efficiency of a new optoelectronic quenched avalanche photodiode sensor (QAPD), with the potential of enabling high resolution imaging through turbid media with femtosecond lasers. Our target application is for imaging cancer in the human breast.

We aim to improve the contrast ratio of the unscattered, image bearing photons by reducing or removing the large background of multiply scattered photons that result in poor spatial resolution. The approach that we are taking is to use temporal discrimination: ultra-short (less than a picosecond) laser pulses and time gated detection can select only those photons which travel almost straight through the tissue. The feasibility of resolving a 1mm structure in 50mm turbid tissue sample, using our system, will be discussed -- there are no results reported to date that approach this performance.

We aim to enhance the detection of short pulses through time resolved single photon counting. In this technique, the earliest arriving photon of the transmitted pulse is detected with a Quenched Avalanche Photo Diode (QAPD). When combined with an efficient electronic quenching circuit, the QAPD is insensitive to the later arriving diffuse photons. High accuracy and efficient measurement of the arrival time of the first photons is achieved by time to amplitude conversion electronics with a temporal resolution of 3 picoseconds.

This paper contains a discussion of the laser source, detection circuit, including QAPD, high-speed comparator, critical biasing and intensity counter.
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1. INTRODUCTION:

The crucial components of the laser detection circuit design are the avalanche photodiode, sometimes referred to as an APD, and the quenching circuit. These two parts combined are expressed wholly as a QAPD (quenched avalanche photodiode). The quenching is not actually part of the diode itself, but is an external circuit that can be implemented in a number of ways.

The laser gives out ultra-short pulses of light that are very intense. This light is passed through a turbid media (such as a human breast) where most of the photons are scattered, with a few passing straight through. Our circuit determines those which have passed straight through and, using time gating, can tell us whether or not there was an opaque object in the path. By moving the laser over the surface of the media, we can form an image of what is inside.

Although our target application is for use in the detection of cancer, QAPD’s also have other uses including astronomical observation, optical range finding, optical fiber testing and fault location, ultra-sensitive fluorescence, etc. This technology can also be used in the medical context to replace or complement the current mammogram. This method does not involve the use of X-rays and is more suitable to a larger range of patients. It can also detect diffuse tumors, which cannot be found using conventional techniques.

Our work is closely related to research into the fields of single photon counting and detection using QAPD’s.
2. LASER SOURCE

Since the 1920’s the use of visible and infrared wavelength radiation has been postulated as an imaging source in preference to the ionizing x-rays with the dangers and concerns over cancerous developments. With modern advances in light sources (especially femtosecond light sources) and optoelectronic components for the telecommunications industry, interest has been stimulated in the possibility of imaging in these wavelengths. Our chosen Laser source for trials is a Ti-Sapphire mode locked laser. The repetition rate will be around 100 MHz. The laser will be used to produce a pulse of approximately $10 \times 10^{15}$ seconds, or 10 femtoseconds in duration.

The pulse originates as a very clean, sharp edged pulse. It is split for use as a timing reference beam for the time gating applications, and then it is passed into the turbid medium under investigation. In the passage through the medium the leading edge of the femtosecond pulse is spread due to the interactions between the photons and the turbid medium. Photons are deflected off the shortest, fastest path through the medium and then further deflected in multiple interactions which could see the photons passed out of the medium in a direction such that they will still impact with the detector. The shape of the pulse on leaving the turbid medium is similar to that shown in Figure 1.

![Femtosecond pulse waveform after passing through medium.](image)

The point of interest for our target applications is the very first rising edge of this waveform. This is where all the image-bearing photons are. This is demonstrated in Figure 2.
The definitions of the parameters are as follows: $t_{\text{min}}$ is the minimum amount of time required for the photons to travel through the medium by travelling over the shortest path. These are the first arriving photons, and are the ones that have been deflected the least in the passage through the medium. These photons are carrying the image that we wish to retrieve. $t_{\text{res}}$ is the time required for a set value of resolution. Our aims are to achieve a resolution of 1 mm in a 50 mm turbid medium. Therefore $t_{\text{res}}$ to suit this requirement would be $t_{\text{res}} = \frac{1 \text{ mm}}{c} \left( c = 3 \times 10^8 \text{ m s}^{-1} \right) = 3 \text{ psec}$. In this time we must detect the arriving photons, and quench the APD to ensure it is insensitive to the later arriving photons as these will reduce the image resolution. It is not important to know which photon in the rising edge we detect, it is however important to ensure that the photon arrived before $t_{\text{res}}$. If the photons arrive after $t_{\text{res}}$ and are detected then the image clarity is reduced.

3. AVALANCHE PHOTODIODE PROPERTIES AND CHARACTERISTICS

For low-light and single photon detection in the visible and near IR range there are basically three detector choices. The first is the silicon P-I-N diode, second is the photomultiplier tube (PMT) and the last is the Avalanche Photodiode. The APD has the advantage of a higher quantum efficiency than PMT’s, and higher speed and sensitivity than P-I-N diodes.

The selection of the correct avalanche photodiode is crucial to the performance of the circuit. It can be made of silicon for the 300-1100 nm range, Germanium for 800 – 1600 nm range or Indium Gallium-Arsenide (InGaAs) for the 900 – 1700 nm range. Ideally, an APD with zero dark current, 100% detection efficiency, ultra-fast response time, low probability of carrier trapping and of course low-cost would be the perfect choice. In reality however, this is impossible to achieve because of the need to trade-off conflicting design requirements.

In the Geiger mode, the APD is biased above its breakdown voltage for operation at very high gain. In this mode, the APD can be used to count individual photon arrivals that will trigger a significant current. However, the APD may also be falsely triggered by the “dark” current resulting in false counts, not caused by a photon but by thermal generation of electron-hole pairs. The value of the bulk dark current is therefore an important consideration when selecting an APD. The value of this dark current can be reduced exponentially by cooling the diode. Some commercially available diodes use TE single and double stage cooling integrated into the diode package to overcome this problem. This cooling also has the advantage of offering more stable characteristics and a higher reliability and repeatability rate.

Figure 2: Relevant component of pulse waveform.
Photon detection efficiency relates to the probability of a photoelectron generating an avalanche. This probability increases with bias voltage. The photon detection efficiency in Geiger mode is quite high (>80%) once the diode is biased a few volts above the breakdown voltage. Dead time is a phenomenon that occurs for a short time after the detection of a photon. In this time, the APD is insensitive to any later arriving photons which limits the count rate of these diodes. The time between pulses of the source laser is 10 ns and so the dead time must be less than 10 ns so that pulses are not missed.

Afterpulsing is another property of the Geiger mode APD that has to be taken into account. During an avalanche, some of the large amount of carriers may become trapped inside the depletion layer. If the trapped carriers are released after the diode has been recharged, they can initiate breakdown. This “afterpulse” probability also increases with bias voltage.

In order to obtain the picosecond resolution necessary for our application, a thin-junction, ultra-fast APD is needed. The critical specification of this diode is its rise time.

4. QUENCHING CIRCUIT

The critical piece of circuitry with which the designer is faced with is the quenching circuit. The quenching circuit serves a large number of roles, and is a major design challenge. The first task of the quenching circuit is to enable the APD to be biased correctly for normal operation. This means that it must be capable of handling voltages around 50V for a thin junction APD, or upwards of 100–300V for a thick junction APD. After this point, there are two main design formats that can be followed. The first one to be described is passive quenching, the second is active quenching.

Passive quenching is much simpler than active quenching, which is a plus for the designer, however this comes with several drawbacks of which the most important is speed and flexibility. The passive quenching circuit is slow for two reasons. The first is the resistance of the quenching circuit and the capacitance of the APD that combined with other stray capacitances form a large time constant which prevents the bias voltage from dropping rapidly. This means that the quenching action is delayed slightly, which can cause problems with the accuracy of the photon arrival detection and subsequent detections, as well as the possibility of increased power loss and hence temperature rise in the APD.

The second restriction is the possibility of carriers being trapped in the junction of the APD. Due to the high voltages and large currents that occur over and in the APD carriers can become caught in the APD junction. The longer the APD is left unquenched, the more carriers that are potentially trapped. Once the bias voltage has dropped and the current reset, these carriers can spontaneously re-emit. If the bias voltage over the APD is reset too early, then these re-emitted carriers can falsely re-trigger the avalanche. Too overcome this problem the bias voltage must be held low for a certain amount of time to allow these trapped carriers to be freed without restarting the avalanche. The longer the bias is held low, the lower the probability of re-triggering due to re-emitted carriers.

The passive circuit also lacks a lot of the flexibility of the active circuit. It is very difficult to vary the dead time of the passive quenching circuit due to its dependence on circuit component values. This makes it difficult to ensure the dead time is sufficient to prevent re-triggering, and it also makes it difficult to remove unnecessary delays in re-applying the bias voltage. These factors combined meant that the repetition rate of the passive quenching circuit is low, as well as having a slower detection time. With the strict requirements that we are aiming to satisfy, these make the passive quenching circuit mostly unsuitable. An example of a basic passive quenching circuit can be seen in Figure 3.
The second form of quenching is the active quenching circuit, as shown in Figure 4. As its name implies, the active circuit forces back on the APD to drop the bias voltage much quicker. This enables significant speed improvements over the passive circuit, however it is no simple task to design an effective active circuit. The active circuit can be loosely broken down into further sub-circuits, however these sub-circuits are more to aid the understanding of the active circuit operation as opposed to making the design task easier. Due to the time constraints involved there is a significant amount of component integration to reduce propagation delays as well as stray capacitances.

The first task of the active quenching circuit is to act as a comparator. The need for the comparator is twofold. Firstly, it is necessary to discriminate between the approximately constant dark current background which is flowing through the APD due to thermally generated carriers. It must be able to detect the sharply rising avalanche current caused by an incoming photon and avoid causing any false detections caused by any fluctuation in the dark current background. Secondly it must be able to produce a useable signal output which is representative of the current pulse generated by the APD. The comparator output is used for two tasks. Firstly it provides a reference which can be used by external counting devices to record the number of avalanche events which occur. Secondly it must initiate the voltage pulse which is used to reduce the bias voltage over the APD. Due to this it is necessary to ensure that any propagation delay due to the comparator be minimized.

A voltage driver is required to enable the large voltage quenching pulses (up to 50V) to be generated. This pulse is required to force back onto the APD and reduce the bias voltage such that the avalanche current is quenched, and such that the APD is insensitive to later arriving photons. The reason for the size of the voltage pulse is due to the biasing arrangement that is employed for APD's. They can be biased over 20 V above the breakdown voltage for fast operation. This excess voltage ensures the switching time, or the rise time of the avalanche current is as small as possible. This voltage pulse can also be used as the reference for the external counting circuitry, however it may be more practical and simpler to use the comparator output. Again it is important to minimise the propagation delay to ensure the required resolution is achieved.
The final component is a timer circuit which is used to control the dead time of the quenching circuit. The circuitry for this is not as critical to achieving the required resolutions as in the aforementioned issues. If the 3ps quenching time can be achieved, then the repetition rate of 100 MHz allows plenty of time for the bias to be held low, to reduce the possibility of false avalanches caused due to the re-emission of trapped carriers in the junction. However it is still necessary to ensure that the timer can hold the bias low without adding unnecessary capacitances to the design which may affect the other more critical rise times.

There is also a hybrid technique which can be used to provide the necessary quenching circuitry. A combination of passive and active circuit elements can be used. This enables a simpler design to be used, while still allowing some control over the dead time and the use of a voltage pulse to speed up quenching. A possible design is to use passive quenching for the first stage. An active circuit detects when the passive circuit begins to reduce the APD bias voltage, and then helps by applying a voltage pulse as well. The active circuit holds the voltage low for a time before re-applying the bias to enable the next detection event to occur. This enables a much simpler design to be used, however the time constant caused by the combination of the APD capacitances and the passive quenching resistances means that the quenching speed is limited. It does however out-perform a straight passive circuit, at the cost of complexity and designer effort. An example of a circuit which has been designed in this way is shown in Figure 5 (design courtesy of reference 3).

Performance limitations are heavily dependent on switching delays which are directly related to the capacitance of the circuit. One of the major capacitances of the aforementioned circuits is the junction capacitance of the avalanche photodiode. Very fast switching times are limited by this capacitance – which is set by the design process used by the manufacturer. Mounting the components on stripline reduces this capacitance by up to a factor of 10. This also has the advantage of being able to remotely mount the circuit by means of coupling with co-axial line.
5. PULSE DETECTION

In order to achieve our target resolution, the need for a very fast photodiode has been outlined. To measure this event, it follows that a very high speed sampling oscilloscope or a very fast time to digital converter (TDC) must be used. Measuring the number of counts per second of photons that have traveled straight through the media gives us an idea of what is inside — i.e., forms an image. The time-gating component of the circuit discards any counts that occur after the cutoff time ($t_{res}$). This technique is particularly useful in that, unlike x-rays, it can detect diffuse tumours.

To ensure that no photons arrive after $t_{res}$, a time gating technique must be implemented. One method of accomplishing this is to split the source beam into two and have two detectors. One of the beams passed through the turbid media (beam 1 into detector 1), while the other is uninterrupted (beam 2 into detector 2). If the first detector has not avalanched by $t_{res}$ after detector 2 has avalanched, then detector 2 reduces the bias voltage of detector 1 such that it is now insensitive to further arriving photons. Another method of time gating involves the use of an electrical signal that coincides with the pulse output of the Laser. This signal can be used as a reference to find $t_{res}$.

Figure 5: Hybrid Passive/Active Quenching circuit.
6. CONCLUSION

The advances which have been made in optoelectronic components and laser sources has opened up new possibilities for a wide variety of applications. Femtosecond lasers have enabled very short light bursts to be created, and with optoelectronic detectors heavily used in telecommunications, detectors capable of resolving these pulses are within reach. APD's as the front end of these detectors allow applications which depend on single photon counting to be implemented. The internal avalanche gain allows the photon arrival event to be closely mirrored with a current pulse.

The detection of the resultant current pulse is a difficult task in itself. Two forms of circuits, passive and active, are available with their relative merits. The simplicity of the passive circuit is offset by the speed advantages offered by the active circuitry, at the cost of design complexity. With our aims of a 3 psec resolution time, it is very important that the quenching circuit does not load the APD and cause the detection times to decrease. The APD's cause problems of their own. Due to the high voltages and currents involved carriers can become trapped in the junction, which must be counteracted by the designer by introducing a dead time, which in turn reduces the repetition rate.

A resolution time of 3 psec would enable applications like imaging of cancers in the human breast. This technique would complement the existing mammogram by enabling the detection of diffuse tumors that are currently invisible to the mammogram. This time resolution allows a spatial detection distance of 1mm in a 50 mm tissue sample.

Further work in the field of time resolved single photon counting for use in medical imaging could lead to improved circuit performance for even better resolution. As the relevant technology becomes smaller, faster and cheaper, this medical imaging technique could easily become used throughout industry as an alternative to the traditional X-ray. As mentioned before, other applications that can potentially use this technology include astronomical observation, optical range finding, and optical fiber testing and fault location.
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